Organizational Philosophy as a New Perspective on Understanding the Learning of Professionalism
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Objective. To define the concept of “organizational philosophy” through identification of elements within undergraduate pharmacy curricula in the United Kingdom that contribute to students’ learning of professionalism.

Methods. A qualitative study using curriculum mapping was conducted to identify “intended,” “taught,” and “received” curriculum in 3 schools of pharmacy. The study involved review of course materials, interviews with teaching staff members, focus groups with final year students, and observation of classes.

Results. “Organizational philosophy” (totality of all contributors) played a vital part in students’ professionalism learning. Key contributions were not restricted to the “taught” curriculum but extended to the wider academic environment. Setting of high standards appeared important; role models had particular significance. Importance of professionalism learning being grounded and longitudinal throughout the curriculum was highlighted. An “integrated” organizational philosophy appeared to be achieved where maximum overlap occurred between “intended,” “taught,” and “received” curricula.

Conclusions. Professionalism learning goes beyond the “taught” curriculum in pharmacy schools. The concept of “organizational philosophy” acknowledges the importance of integration between “intended,” “taught,” and “received” curriculum in the context of overall organization.
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are relevant to pharmacy, and particularly how their learning and development can be supported.

Attempts have been made to at least describe elements—or attributes—of professionalism in pharmacy, and these generally refer to values, attitudes, and behaviors.\textsuperscript{11-14} Pharmacy publications in North America have particularly focused on how the development of professionalism can be supported during professional pharmacy education.\textsuperscript{12,15-18} This is indeed a good starting point, as there is general agreement that the process of becoming a professional starts early, while being a pharmacy student.\textsuperscript{19} It therefore makes sense to explore how the foundations of pharmacy professionalism are laid during the MPharm degree program.

Though some studies have explored how to support the learning of professionalism during pharmacy education,\textsuperscript{13,18} the medical education literature highlights the importance of teaching an often tacit concept such as professionalism continuously through the curriculum.\textsuperscript{20-22} Besides the identification of specific areas in the curriculum where professionalism can be explicitly incorporated, the importance of indirect influences such as role models has been highlighted.\textsuperscript{23-28} Students may be exposed to both bad and good role models,\textsuperscript{25,29} which operate within an overall “culture” within individual medical schools. These less formal but nevertheless important influences on the development of professionalism are increasingly acknowledged and are commonly referred to as the “hidden curriculum.”\textsuperscript{30-34} This is defined as “a set of influences that function at the level of organizational structure and culture,” thus acknowledging the impact organizational factors have on the learning process.\textsuperscript{35}

The aim of this study was to understand and clarify how professionalism is learned, cultivated, and facilitated in the pharmacy academic environment.\textsuperscript{36} This paper specifically aims to identify elements within MPharm curricula and teaching systems in the United Kingdom that particularly contribute to pharmacy students’ learning of professionalism. The definition of professionalism which underpinned this study, though grounded in that provided by the RCP,\textsuperscript{9} focused on attitudinal and behavioral elements of individual professionalism.\textsuperscript{36}

\textbf{METHODS}

The study took place in 3 established schools of pharmacy in different geographic locations within the United Kingdom. As the learning of professionalism is a relatively unexplored area of research, a qualitative approach was chosen. A technique called “curriculum mapping” was used as the analytical framework to explore how and where students were exposed to the concept of professionalism while they were in pharmacy school.\textsuperscript{37-39} Curriculum mapping examines the “intended,” “taught,” and “received” elements of a curriculum, each of which was explored in this study (Figure 1). Data on the “intended” curriculum were obtained by reviewing course materials, specifically handbooks with an overall description of the degree program or individual pharmacy practice modules. Thus, module aims/intended learning outcomes, types of assessment, specific codes of conduct, etc, were reviewed to establish if and how professionalism and its elements were incorporated.

The “taught” curriculum regarding professionalism was established in interviews with 7 members of the teaching staff members who were involved in direct delivery of the curriculum and/or had a strategic role in overseeing curriculum development and writing. Elements of the “received” curriculum were identified by conducting 6 focus groups consisting of 38 final-year MPharm students (9 male and 29 female students to reflect the 3:7 male:female ratio among UK pharmacy graduates).\textsuperscript{40} Both staff and students were recruited by named contacts within each school, and 2 staff interviews and 2 student focus groups were conducted in each school. The topic guides (Table 1) for teaching staff members and students were similar and built on work published by Van De Camp.\textsuperscript{41,42}

Observations of pharmacy practice classes, where students were learning the dispensing process and, with that, many of the core elements of pharmacy practice, were also undertaken in each school. These observations
served to elucidate the learning of professionalism elements within both the “taught” and “received” curriculum, as well as within the “hidden” curriculum.

Interviews and focus group sessions were audio recorded, and detailed notes were taken during observations. The recordings and notes were transcribed verbatim. A thematic framework was developed, verified by the project team, and applied to textual data using QSR-NVivo 8 (QSR International, Melbourne, Australia). Triangulation of data and constant comparison among groups of participants (eg, staff members and students) and among the 3 schools of pharmacy aided the identification of elements

Table 1. Topic Guides for Interviews with Teaching Staff and Student Focus Groups

1. What is professionalism in pharmacy?
   - Definitions, examples of good/ bad professionalism: behavior & attitudes: Professionalism vs. Poor professionalism – Unprofessional
     - A value (or attitude) which exemplifies (un)professionalism
     - A behavior which exemplifies (un)professionalism
     - A relationship with other people which exemplifies (un)professionalism

2. Is there a difference between professionalism as applied to students versus pharmacists?
   - What would be a student’s professional behavior? – same items as above
   - Does it only apply while in the school or also outside – what about extra-curricular activities / behaviors?
   - How do you see your own role and responsibility in being professional (now and once working in practice)?

3. Where and how do you think students learn (are taught) ‘professionalism’ in your school?
   - Any particular courses? Where in the curriculum?
   - When? Is there a ‘best’ time?
   - Who teaches about professionalism (pharmacists / practitioners – other staff)?
   - How is it being taught?
   - How can teaching staff foster professionalism amongst students?
     - What about role models
       - Which behaviors encourage and support your own professional behavior, which do the opposite?
       - What makes them role models (or the opposite)?
     - Any areas where the opposite is achieved – ‘un-professionalism’ – and how does this impact?
       - Do they affect what you do?
     - Could you sum up the ‘culture’ of this school with regards to ‘professionalism’?
       - For ex, collegial atmosphere, good role models
       - Student & staff behavior
       - The environment

4. Whose responsibility is (the teaching of) ‘professionalism’?
   - students
   - teachers (non-pharmacists v pharmacists / teacher practitioners)
   - Pharmacy regulator
   - Outside factors – what? Extracurricular activities?

5. Is professionalism being assessed – and how?
   - Do you think professionalism (as applicable to student or practitioner) is being assessed in your school?
   - Can you describe how? What is being assessed? (Explicitly or implicitly)
   - Can one fail? Examples?
   - Can you describe routines or procedures (‘culture’) in your school that enable or hinder (or assess) professionalism?
     - Are you aware of the following policies, and if so, how are they enforced?
       - Fitness to practice
       - Work & attendance committee
       - Plagiarism

6. How does teaching (of professionalism?) prepare you for professional practice?
   - What do you think being a ‘professional’ pharmacist will involve?
   - Do you feel your MPharm course prepares you adequately for this?
     - What’s good? - What’s not so good / lacking?
     - What could change?
     - What could be tried?
that contributed to the learning of professionalism\textsuperscript{43,44} and their integration.

Comparisons were made between schools. To safeguard the anonymity of the 3 schools (which authors believed helped achieve better engagement of the research sites and participants), their identity was not revealed during the analysis. Quotes were identified by a school code (A, B, C), a participant ID number, and the gender (F or M) for students. University ethics committee approval was granted. A more detailed account of the methods can be found elsewhere.\textsuperscript{36}

**RESULTS**

Detailed analysis and description of the “intended,” “taught,” and “received” curriculum has been presented elsewhere.\textsuperscript{36} Based on this, and by comparing across 3 schools of pharmacy, the analysis presented here identifies factors or elements which appear to facilitate (or hinder) a consistent, effective, and integrated approach to professionalism teaching and learning during an MPharm course. Some of these elements could be found in taught classes, such as pharmacy practice classes, and the wider curriculum, but others related more broadly to the whole organization of a college or school of pharmacy. The authors termed the totality of what was included in this as “organizational philosophy” with regard to professionalism learning. A school’s organizational philosophy can also be conceptualized as including the degree of overlap among the “intended,” “taught,” and “received” curricula, while also taking into account the “hidden” curriculum. Thus, a school’s organizational philosophy can be described as “integrated” where there is extensive overlap between the different curricula. The “hidden” curriculum can then be seen as negligible or as not hidden but acknowledged and integrated. Less tangible teaching and learning would be generally positive and supportive of professionalism learning. For a school achieving less overlap, their organizational philosophy can be described as more “diffuse,” and therefore less consistent or effective at supporting professionalism learning, with a substantial “hidden” curriculum in operation.

The remainder of the results section elaborates on the development of this concept, providing examples of the importance of setting high professionalism standards, that are clearly identified in teaching documentation (“intended”), that are explicitly and consistently enacted and delivered by teaching staff (“taught”), and therefore “received” by students as intended. Besides the degree of overlap achieved between the “intended,” “taught,” and “received” curriculum, it further appeared important that integrated professionalism learning was also grounded and longitudinal throughout the curriculum. This means that it is introduced from early on and built and expanded on during later years. The early development of a positive professional identity also appeared influential in ensuring that high standards of professionalism were “lived” by all. Strong positive role models were influential, and practical classes and the overall academic environment provided opportunities for the enactment of professional behaviors.\textsuperscript{11,12,14,36}

Notable differences were found in the overall operationalization (ie, the “feel” and “living”) of professionalism and its learning in the 3 schools. At the end of each focus group and interview, students and staff members were asked to summarize what they felt the “culture” with regard to professionalism learning was in their school. Despite many finding this difficult, valuable insights were gleaned from these discussions. In 2 schools with a more “integrated” organizational philosophy, staff members and students spoke of a generally positive culture. They not only perceived the importance of professionalism and learning it, but also recognized that the school articulated, integrated, and lived its intentions and policies regarding professionalism clearly and consistently. Comments suggested that the “culture” within the school was such that professionalism was taught both explicitly and implicitly, particularly through the setting of good examples.

A more “diffuse” organizational philosophy was expressed by the teaching staff at 1 school where it was felt that high standards were not consistently set or achieved, and that there was less of a uniform culture around professionalism. They felt that at least some staff members had a very positive attitude towards professionalism learning, but that this did not consistently translate into specific ways of engaging with students for them to subsequently adopt positive elements of professionalism themselves.

Further insights were gleaned from the way participants talked about professionalism and its learning when discussing the importance of its grounded and longitudinal integration throughout the 4-year curriculum. In more “integrated” schools, comments from both staff members and students suggested a conviction that elements of professionalism had been successfully and effectively integrated in such a way that they were ongoing from day one.

In the more “diffuse” school, comments from staff members and students demonstrated their awareness of the importance of such integration, ie, they recognized that the concept and learning of professionalism ought to be integrated consistently and continuously throughout the degree program. However, they also acknowledged that such integration probably had not been (fully) achieved. So while some staff members may have been aspiring to a uniformly positive culture, they recognized that such a uniform approach had not been realized.
Students from the more “integrated” schools talked about the relevance and importance of professionalism in their school in a positive way. For example, the importance of punctuality and dress as professional behaviors was accepted and carried almost as much importance at the university as it would in a work environment. Other attributes of professionalism, such as taking responsibility for one’s own actions and learning, were also seen as important and integrated. Students provided examples of how various elements and attributes had been introduced gradually from year 1, and that they were encouraged to engage and identify with these increasingly throughout their degree program.

Many of the key features which were in place in one particularly “integrated” school to develop, foster, and support professionalism learning included particular dress codes during pharmacy practice classes and an emphasis on students taking responsibility for their actions and learning. Clear expectations were stated explicitly in course materials and also explained to students. Thus, the reasons for having certain rules and enforcing them were clearly articulated by staff members, and they were also recognized and positively embraced by students. The importance of being professional and having professional values, attitudes, and behaviors thus appeared to be internalized by students at this school.

Here, students clearly recognized that the behavior of teaching staff was of a high standard (mainly though setting a good example), and that consequently they expected their students’ behavior to be of a similarly high standard. A dress code that required going to pharmacy practice classes and also explained to students. Thus, the reasons for having certain rules and enforcing them were clearly articulated by staff members, and they were also recognized and positively embraced by students. The importance of being professional and having professional values, attitudes, and behaviors thus appeared to be internalized by students at this school.

In this school, even though students recognized the importance of professionalism in the work environment, they felt this was not sufficiently transferred into the university environment. Students felt they were seen more as students, without many of the responsibilities they would have as pharmacists, rather than feeling like future healthcare professionals with certain responsibilities instilled into them.

**DISCUSSION**

This study was qualitative in nature, and further research is needed to confirm whether our findings apply to other colleges and schools of pharmacy. The international relevance and applicability of these findings would also need to be established, as the context here is specific to current arrangements in the United Kingdom, where pharmacy students have relatively little practice exposure during their 4 years at university. Nevertheless, this study provides valuable and novel insights, with a particular focus on learning professionalism in the university setting rather than the practice or clinical setting, which will be relevant in other countries. Our findings suggest that the process of learning and internalizing professional attitudes and behaviors goes far beyond simply teaching about the concept and elements of professionalism and informing students about school policies. Professionalism learning was not restricted to the “taught” curriculum, but included all aspects of the academic (university) environment and beyond. A particular strength of this study lies in its novel approach to analyzing and interpreting the interplay between the “intended,” “taught,” and “received” curriculum, and comparing and contrasting these across 3 UK schools of pharmacy. The positive and effective learning and development of professionalism appears dependent on a high degree of overlap between the “intended,” “taught,” and “received” curriculum, which we term an “integrated” organizational philosophy, in contrast to a “diffuse” organizational philosophy, which lacks such overlap (Figure 1).

“Organizational philosophy” encompasses all aspects of professionalism teaching and learning (in the widest sense) that contribute to the students’ development of their individual professionalism attitudes and behaviors. It is proposed as a conceptual model for viewing and interpreting the way professionalism learning is delivered and achieved. Different schools could then be seen as being located along a continuum between the 2 extreme points: “integrated” and “diffuse.” An “integrated” organizational philosophy appears to be achieved by setting explicit standards that are enacted consistently by staff.
members and recognized by and reinforced among students. Early professionalism, the development of professional identity, and particularly a positive and grounded integration of professionalism learning throughout the whole 4-year degree program also appeared to be important. The concept of “organizational philosophy” may thus be helpful in incorporating all elements likely to enable (or hinder) professionalism learning. It takes account not only of the overt curriculum but also acknowledges what has been referred to elsewhere as the “hidden” curriculum, and proposes how it should be viewed and addressed. The concept of “organizational philosophy” thus describes the importance of aiming for, or achieving, positive integration through maximum overlap between the “intended,” “taught” and “received” curriculum. This paper has identified some of the elements and strategies which help achieve this, including setting high standards, “living” these standards consistently in the school, having strong role models, and establishing clear responsibilities and consequences for students. The importance of professionalism and its learning thus achieves strong and positive recognition at the individual and organizational level, and the importance of this has been recognized.45

There, nevertheless, remain limits to what can be developed and achieved in the academic environment, and the importance of students having practice experience has been recognized.36,46 However, in UK undergraduate pharmacy education, such experience is mainly gained outside of the formal MPharm program, through part-time or vacation jobs, and after obtaining the MPharm degree, during preregistration training.36,47,48 The lack of pharmacy practice experience within the MPharm degree program may be reviewed following the Pharmacy White Paper, and under the ongoing Modernizing Pharmacy Careers program, which is now part of Health Education England.49 Further research then ought to explore how best to integrate practice experience into the undergraduate pharmacy curriculum, drawing on experience and evidence from pharmacy curricula in other countries with programs that include more clinical exposure. The effectiveness and impact of this on students’ learning of professionalism, and how best to support this, also need to be investigated further.

CONCLUSION
By applying “curriculum mapping” and comparing qualitative findings on how professionalism is learned across 3 different school of pharmacy, the authors developed the concept of “organizational philosophy.” This encompasses the totality of factors or elements which appear to facilitate (or hinder) a consistent, effective, and integrated approach to professionalism teaching and learning during an MPharm course. The authors further suggest that more “integrated” and “diffuse” models exist, and propose that an integrated “organizational philosophy” is crucial for the effective learning of professionalism. The validity and applicability of this concept should be tested, and how it can be used to support course design and implementation of change should be explored.
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